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CTI Clinical Trial and 

Consulting Services named 

"Best Places to Work" in 

Greater Cincinnati for 

Second Consecutive Year  

Upcoming Medical   

Meetings CTI will be         

Attending ... 

 

CTI will have a   

significant presence at        

upcoming medical 

meetings over the next 

few months.   

   

ASH 2010 

Orlando, Fl 

December 4th-7th  

 
 

If you are interested in 

scheduling a meeting with 

CTI at one of these events, 

please contact Nick 

Schatzman at 513-598-

9290 or via email at 

nschatzman@ctifacts.com  

  

Quick Links... 

  

Why is CTI Different? 
 

When choosing a Contract Research Organization, Sponsors focus on 
several areas.  These areas include personnel, systems, processes, 
therapeutic expertise and demonstrated ability to deliver.  Below is  
how CTI differentiates itself from our competition in those areas. 
    
  Personnel: 

 
  Systems: 

 
 

   

   

mailto:nschatzman@ctifacts.com


Our Website 

Email 

 

 

  Processes: 

 
  Therapeutic Expertise: 

    

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?et=1103561964508&s=2&e=001SueSmo7inN3XxoCJ99FyG4vc2a37D7uOYjq0PE3w3HjX_E_xJBMInLKqMvk0Urbz0m2rSWeoFOyUCmuF1PuiFxzmfXPmwvxanL1pWQnPj0Q=
mailto:nschatzman@ctifacts.com
http://visitor.constantcontact.com/email.jsp?m=1103481471712


 

  Demonstrated Ability to Deliver: 

 
 
Our demonstrated ability to deliver on dozens of trials, meet timelines and 
establish relationships make CTI stand out above the competition.  
Because of this, CTI has developed a unique business model that combines 
operational excellence with a strong clinical knowledge in the therapeutic 
areas in which we focus. 
 

To learn more about CTI, and how we could potentially help you, please 

contact: 

 

Kevin Schwarz 

Senior Vice President, Clinical Trial Operations 

kschwarz@ctifacts.com 

 

                            

CTI Clinical Trial and Consulting Services (CTI) is a unique drug and market development company offering a full range of 

services which encompass the entire lifecycle of drug development.  These services include regulatory pathway design, clinical 

trial management, data analysis, medical writing, CME and training program development, market analysis and development and 

other consulting services.  CTI focuses on the specific disease areas of solid organ transplant, hepatitis, infectious disease, end-

stage organ disease and hematology/bone marrow transplant.  With its combined expertise of clinical knowledge and market 

experience, CTI is uniquely positioned to incorporate both clinical and market driven endpoints and interpretations to provide 

extraordinary results. 
  

 

 

 
 

 


